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1---II----------------With~hE'.,'e{'0Ird-~rOI·sl~le1~tne~crr~1987~n"viin"~'come-to;-at~least~a~emperary~en,d"""l:-----=-------I---) 
Tuesday's close, it is, perhaps, worthwhile to stand back and assess the damage. Quite 
simply, that damage appears to be rather minor. 

It is necessary to cite a few figures to suggest how ordinary the decline really was. 
The Dow last peaked on August 25, with a close at 2722.42, with the average at a new, 
all-time high, up some 43% from the 1986 close. Over a period of nine trading days, the 
index dropped 6.51% to this Tuesday. With the average at its current level, the fall was 
almost 180 Dow points, and the DJIA was off some 60 points during the day on Tuesday 
before recovering. We are provided with yet another example of how measuring declines in 
points causes us, unconsciously, to overestimate their extent, since we are still used to 
thinking of the Dow as selling around the lower levels which prevailed a few years ago. 

The ten-point unit point-and-figure 
chart at right is an attempt to track 9"= 
the "footprint" of the average since the 
beginning of the year. The left hand auo 
side of the chart shows the sharp 
advance of the first few months of 1987 ,5= 

which, of course, was followed by the 111111111111111I11111 only prior noticeable serious decline, ~ 

from 2410 in April to 2200. This low 1llj!IlI1lllEillIt 
was later sucessfully tested and a base ~"oo III 
formed, as indicated by the letter "A" 

are well aware that one of the doctrines 
of point-and-figure charting is that the 

"'00 extent of a lateral base tends to give 
some clue as to the extent of a 
subsequent upside move. It is thus 
possible, as shown at B, to project an 
upside target of 2600, one that was 
significantly overreached at the recent 

1"\00 

high, an event not uncommon in a strong bull market but still suggesting 
position. Eventually a top formed at C, with a downside objective, at D, 
level was reached early this week. 

an overbought 
of 2540. This 

The Dow, therefore, finds itself in a position which suggests little in the way of 
short-term downside risk. It is, however, entirely possible that the decline from 2700 
constitutes the start of a complex top formation, especially since the breadth high, shown 
on the chart, occurred back in March, producing what is, now, a six-month divergence. 
Such a top formation could include at least one test of the previous high, and the buildup 
of such a top could well occupy most of the remainder of 1987. 

If the Dow follows this projection, the ultimate downside objective might be around 
2300-2200, where, as the chart shows, strong support exists. An ultimate break below 2200 
would be the only event that, technically, would validate the disaster scenarios which 
have become so common of late. 

The above is, of course, hypothetical and would have to be discarded were a new base to 
form suggesting a further high. However, with the advance continuing to be narrowly 
based, the top-formation thesis, in our view. appears more probable. 
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